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BERT-based questions answering on 
close domains: Preliminary Report



The user requests some information present in a document:

Question-Answering on close 
domain 

What time is the check-in?

The check-in start from the 12:00 
AM

Policy and rules 
of the Hotel

Extract request information

Case of study->Policy and rules of the hotel



State of the art: LLM

Considering the text: “The Hotel 
must respond in a timely manner to 

any accommodation booking 
request in compliance with…..” Can 
you tell me at what time the check-

in is? 

The check-in is at 
12:00 AM



LLM limitations: 

A. Time and energy consumption 
B. If the props are too long and can cause hallucinations 
C. The answer risks being incomplete or too verbose 



LLMs hallucinations 

Can I leave my children alone 
around the hotel?

Yes, of course, no problem. 

????



Pipeline 

Text splitting

Choose the 
sentence that is 
more semantically 
similar to the 
question

The sentence 
provides as 
answer to the 
user

Question

Document’s 
sentences

Policy or 
document of 
the hotel



Creation of the 
dataset

Can you generate 20 questions 
about this document?



Pipeline: Document splitting 



Pipeline: Sentence similarity 

The semantic similarity is performed with some contextual embedding 
methods 

S-BERT model -> a pre-train model for language understanding 
It produces a vector that encodes the semantic similarity between two 
sentences:  

More similar are two sentences in terms of meaning; more near will be in terms 
of spatial position 



Pipeline: Sentence similarity 

What time 
is the 
check-in?The check-

in starts at 
12:00 AM

The check-
out is 
before 
10:00 AM

The dogs 
are not 
allowed in 
the 
structure



Pipeline: Distance function 

For measuring the distance between two points, there are different solutions: 

A. Euclidean distance: evaluate the spatial distance between two vectors 
B. Cosine distance: evaluate the difference in terms of the angle between the 

two vectors 
C. Dot product: consider the distance between the two points and the angle 

of the two vectors 



Pipeline: Pre-train model 
Pre-train on the semantic similarity between an answer and a question 

A. multi-qa-mpnet-base-dot-v1: optimized on the dot product function, 
based on BERT, better performance but with more parameters 

B. multi-qa-distilbert-cos-v1: optimise the cosine similarity. Based on 
DistilBERT, a lighter version of BERT has fewer parameters but the worst 
performance. 



Results: accuracy and time 



Results: top 5 answers  

Top 5 answer more the 
0.96 of accuracy



Results: risk of hallucinations  



Results: relation between 
sparseness and  performance 



Conclusions and future work 

BERT outperforms in terms of time all the generative models and avoids 
any risk of hallucination 

Open more possibilities for future works studying the relation between 
sparseness and performance. 
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